Purpose
- Determine steps to support successful transition out of Birth to Three
- Start relationship between family and school

Birth to Three Role
- Hold meeting at least 90 days or, with agreement, up to 9 months before 3rd birthday
- Invite school - with parental permission
- Schedule at convenient time and place*
- Facilitate meeting

Public School Role
- Receive invitation and documents from Birth to Three
- Participate in meeting even if school not in session - summer
- Family chooses location of transition meeting

Outcome - Transition Meeting
- Family shares their priorities for child, child's strengths, challenges
- Review Birth to Three outcomes and supports**
- Decide next steps including evaluation: who, when, where

PPT
- PPT 1 may be held as a separate meeting differentiated from and immediately following the transition meeting
- PPT 1 is the responsibility of the school district

* Family is the priority. Meeting is ideally held in the home if this is the family’s preference.
** Current IFSP including outcome progress may be reviewed as part of the meeting
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